
لیتری20گالن های 
تصفیه آب آلوده به آب قابل شرب



System specifications:
Volume :           uses a 5.3 gal (20 L ) water can
Filter life :         30-90 days
User effort :      seconds to fill , no work required for filtering

Charges per day at 20 c 1 2 3

Liters per day 16 24 30

Avg. liters per hour 0.7 1 1.2

Liters per charge 16 12 10

Volume multiplier 39 29 24

Aquapure: کد محصول PW12



Operations :



1) Disconnect the syrup bag by
pushing the grey button on the
syrup receptacle (labeled “A” on
page 3 of instructions).
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2) Disconnect tubing to allow the
flushing fluid to run on ground or
suitable container.

3) Open the red cap on the flushing
bag. Fill the flushing bag halfway
with potable water or drink
created by the system.

4) Add one bottle of preservative
solution to the flushing bag.
Close the red cap and shake well.



5) Attach fitting on the flushing bag
to the syrup receptacle (A)
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6) Set the flushing bag on top of the
feed tray. Let the bag of flushing
solution run through the filter.
This takes about 40 minutes.

7) The time can be shortened by
squeezing the bag.

8) Time can be further shortened by
connecting the provided bulb
pump to the drink outlet and
pumping the bag contents out.



2) Make sure that there's plenty of
water being filtered in the
container.
If both are OK, the drink path is
probably air-locked. Use the
procedure below to pump a little
syrup into the cartridge.

If there is no drink being made:

1) Make sure that there is syrup and
that the syrup is firmly attached
to A (test by pulling up on the
syrup connection), and



1) Keep syrup pouch attached to
syrup receptacle (labeled “A” on
page 3 of instructions). Attach
bulb pump to the drink outlet and
pump 2-3 times until syrup is
drawn into the clear tubing.

Airlock Procedure:

2) Disconnect the bulb pump and
connect tubing back to clean
drink container. Filtration should
start within 15 to 20 minutes




